
Replacing the Rear Cab mounts on CC and EC trucks with Hydraulic mounts for to 
reduce frame beaming and provide a smoother ride. 
By DP Member rustie. 
 
 
Parts needed. 
 
Upper Mount 25791031 Qty 2  (25994881) possible new GM PN for upper’s 
 
Lower Mount 25791032 Qty 2 
 
Washer 15854745 Qty 2 (if needed) 
 
 
 
rustie’s DIY Instructions on install of rear Cab body Mounts. 
 
All that was required to install the GMC rear body mounts is to remove the two long bolts 
holding those rear most mounts, along with the bottom rubber cushions and large formed 
steel washers. Then loosen (but do not completely remove) the forward 4 mounts (2 on 
each side...middle and front). 
 
Once the rear most bolts are removed, simply position a floor jack with a 4x4 wood 
section about 14" ~18" long (or longer if lifted), and ON END. Just forward of these two 
rear body mounts is a body "hard point" (a large 1" diameter steel rivet head). Slowly 
raise the end of 4x4 right up against this rivet head as evenly and vertically as possible 
(NO angles here). The side of the 4x4 will slide up nicely against some sheet metal just 
inside this rivet (guiding it near perfectly). Also, make sure you don't crush any wires or 
lines you may have installed around this area (keep everything clear). 
 
Slowly (with the other 4 mount bolts loosened about 1"), start raising the body at this rear 
corner. After you see the body move about 1" with respect to the bed, try pushing up on 
the existing steel "upper" body mount.  
 
If you can get the mount to completely clear the frame mount hole...then simply slide it 
out to the rear...or jack up in 1/4" increments until loose enough to allow its removal (no 
more than 1/4" at a time now). Note that the mount has a "Double D" (2 flats) for 
orientation in the frame mount hole. 
 
There will be a small, funnel shaped piece of plastic that is dropped inside the original 
upper steel mount's "through hole". Dump it out and re-insert it into the new "all steel" rear 
body mount in the same position. Not sure what it does, but it fits the new mount just as it 
did the old...and there is nothing structural, so re-use it (I think it's for bolt centering or 
some such thing).  
 
Install the new washer, urethane "bump ring" (hard insert/flat side UP), and re-bolt it back 
in place, but do not tighten until the other side is completed. 
 
Obviously, repeat this procedure for the remaining side (either side can be done first). 



Then same thing...add the new washer, urethane "bump ring", and re-bolt it back in place, 
fully tightening all 6 body mount bolts. You're DONE!!! 
Correct position of mount: top is for cab / bottom is for frame. 
Pic by: ride714 
 

 
 
 
Installed pics below by:  rustie 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 


